
Optional accessories for your ALL'GRILL CHEF Modular

Operating and assembly instructions

-FOR OUTDOOR USE ONLY.
- READ THE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE STARTING THE ASSEMBLY.
- WARNING: ACCESSORIES MAY BE HOT; PLEASE KEEP CHILDREN AWAY.
- THESE PARTS MUST BE KEPT AWAY FROM COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS.
- AFTER USE, PLEASE TURN OFF THE GAS SUPPLY.
- OPTICAL & TECHNICAL CHANGES POSSIBLE AT ANY TIME.

ATTENTION









 for CHEF L und XL

5. Grease drawer

Optional accessories for your ALLGRILL CHEF Modular

1. Infrared side burner Steakzone® left (Art. No. 600 o. 800) 2. side part left shelf (Art. No. 200)

4. Drawer system (Art.



Mounting drawer system optional Modular (Art. No. 944 or 988 / 744 or 799 Black)

Mounting guide rails

Screw the guide rails to the support strut and the substructure

Insert drawers

Disassemble the support brackets on the right side and the door hinges 
and check the correct assembly of the door center brace.



Mounting infrared side burner Steakzone® (Art. No. 600 o.n 800) optional Modular

1. remove the blind plug from the gas connection.
2. mount the left side part
3. connect the gas hose and the ignition cable
4. insert the grease drip tray from behind

Mounting o

1. mount the AIR SYSTEN blower on the back of the grill.
2. mount the cover over the blower eyelet
3. connect the AIR SYSTEM controller and mount it on the inside of 
the side panel.

Make a 100% tight 
connection between 
grill and side burner!

Ignition cable / lighting cable
Remove the grease drawer to route 
the ignition and lighting cable (stowed 
under the front panel on the left) 
above the gas manual through the 
hole to the outside.



1. remove standard fat drawer, disassemble fire 
box and disconnect cable connections.

2. Mount frame on barbecue cart

3. Mount the fire box on the frame of the fat 
drawer

4. Assemble telescopic slides

5. Inserting the new grease drawer 
module into the telescopic pullouts



Grill




